
 

 

 

 

TOUGHBOOK IN ACTION. 
ROBUST HELPERS FOR "YELLOW ANGELS". 

Modern cars, like computers, are full of 
electronic components. Although that does 
make them more comfortable and safer, it 
also means they are more likely to break 
down. Germany's breakdown service ADAC, 
popularly known as the "yellow angels", 
were coming up against this problem more 
and more often. To identify and diagnose 
electronics-related problems in broken-
down vehicles, mechanics have to be able to 
read out the on-board diagnosis systems 
(OBD) of modern cars. 

That's where the right equipment comes in. 
It has to be mobile and communicate 
flexibly with OBD-interfaces, read out fault 
codes from the on-board electronic systems 
and the motor management, and provide a 
high-performance knowledge management 
system. Just the job for the ultra-reliable 
Panasonic Toughbook, to assist the ADAC 
breakdown mechanics out on the road. 

www.toughbook.eu 

 



       

TOUGHBOOKS IN ACTION. WELCOME TO THE CLUB. 

The conditions on the ground for the ADAC mechanics is 
rough. The mobile computers are exposed to extreme heat 
and cold, rain and snow, and often come into contact with 
dust and dirt. "They also have to survive the worst-case 
scenario of falling off a broken-down vehicle's bonnet 
without getting damaged", ADAC service driver Ralf Bothe 
knows from experience. Following an intensive trial phase 
with various notebooks, the ADAC decided clearly on the 
Panasonic Toughbook CF-18. It was the only solution to meet 
all the requirements. 

TOUGHEST OF THE TOUGH
The CF-18's special construction, with its casing and display 
frame manufactured from a low-torsion magnesium alloy 
and all ports and interfaces sealed against dust and 
moisture, gives the notebook decisive advantages. Panasonic 
has developed an automatically heated hard disk drive which 
is enclosed in a shockproof damper, allowing the notebook 
to work perfectly even at a temperature of -20 degrees 
Celsius. As a 'convertible' tablet PC, the CF-18 can be used 
either via the classic keyboard or with the display folded 
back for touchscreen entry. 

The CF-18 with the Windows XP operating system has a 
battery life of up to 8 hours, guaranteeing smooth data flow. 
As the notebooks are connected to the battery loading 
station in the vehicles after every use, the loading sockets in 
normal computers soon wear out. The Toughbook CF-18 
copes with material stress like this with full marks. 

All ADAC breakdown mechanics are now equipped with the 
robust Toughbooks, not only for vehicle diagnosis but also as 
mobile knowledge banks. The digitalised "ADAC databook" 
contains circuit diagrams, fuse designations and other 
important technical information on more than two thousand 
types of car, replacing five full files of paperwork. 

PERFECT DATA ACCESS
Mechanics can call up the entire ADAC knowledge 
management system on the road via the Toughbook. A 
graphic breakdown simulator that ADAC staff use for training 
and private study is also installed on the notebooks. The 
hard drive images are updated four to six times a year, 
ensuring that all new vehicle types and data are included in 
the knowledge management system. 

FAST ASSISTANCE 
GUARANTEED
The diagnosis and information notebook has gone down well 
with staff. "The breakdown mechanics are really 
enthusiastic about the system", says ADAC Breakdown 
Manager West, Alfons Schulze-Oeing. But the main winners 
at the end of the day are the automobile club members. 
Project Manager Torsten Jädtke is proud to report: "Our 
members are starting to specifically ask for our 'PC cars' 
more and more often when their cars have a breakdown". 


